
Policy and Regulations-
Inject of RE to the grid with 

its challenges



RE progress on Karnataka and its projection

Government of Karnataka has a target to achieve minimum of 8% 

It is proposed to install a minimum 6,000 MW solar power projects 

by March 2021, where in 2,400 MW from Rooftops



Solar installations till date in Karnataka



Month wise peak demand and energy requirement - Karnataka



Challenges

• Maintaining & balancing the grid becomes critical due to

inadequate tools to calculate the exact load profile - outdated grid

infrastructure due to grid operators are backing-down operations

which impacts not just the renewable energy sector but the overall

power reliability.

• GOI is working on analyzing the following areas like,

• Grid Integration and Regulatory View

• Review of Electricity Tariffs DISCOM wise

• Operating Layouts

• State wise Load Profiling

• PV Cost and Design

• Market Potential of EPC players

• Cost of Energy and Grid Parity, Supply Infrastructure

• Environmental and Social Impacts to achieve the goal.



Curtailment issues - Offtakers have trouble predicting power

demand or transmission efficiency, which leads to uncertainty

over the offtake obligation, thereby causing issues for the

developer. The fluctuating nature of renewable power and

risks associated with having a fixed term for projects.

PPA Tariffs - Provides a certainty of revenue for seller and

security of supply for purchaser

Commercial curtailments -In case of low demand, an element

of commercial curtailment comes into play, where expensive

power or power for which penalty amounts (for curtailment) is

low, is likely to be curtailed first.



Grid Unavailability - The transmission charges for parts of the

system having different NATAF are aggregated thereafter. This

brings further accountability on the transmission companies

to ensure availability of the grid.

Due to mentioned factors, utilities are indirectly opposing

more distributed energy installations, since most of our

financially distressed power distribution companies (discoms),

also bulk purchasers of power, have held back from buying

expensive power (whether conventional or renewable-based)

thus confining power markets.

 This would have direct financial and operational impact for

pay-outs for surplus power fed to the grid.
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